john g. kitineich
191 Congress Street	Jersey City
Honor Pin 1, 2, 3; Sodality 1; Football 1, 2; Gymnastics 1, 2, 3, 4; Science Academy 2; Library Club 1; Intramural Council 4.
“Krunch” ... always passing around the Math ... hopes to be a retired millionaire at eighteen ... man or monkey (that is when he's on the parallel bars) ... future mad scientist or Math teacher (good luck) ... 

Two on July 12

richard w. jacobs
405 Woodland Avenue	Roselle Park
Debating 2, 3; Glee Club 4.
“Jake” ... 6'1", and looks up to his frosh brother ... a good friend of Yosh Hurley ... four year member of the Elizabeth Commuter Club ... call him Rich; it makes him feel ambitious ... “I'll run any of yuz” ...
Four a Minute

Crime Hits New Peak; Hoover Fears Future

Kayo, Law Fight New Round

Whipple's Plea: Help Fight Gambling

Prosecutor Lawrence A. Whipple today urged Hudson County residents to join him in an all-out war against gambling.

"I urge every citizen who possesses any information concerning illegal gambling activities to please either write me a letter, addressed to Box 6694, Journal Square Station, Jersey City, 5, N. J., or telephone me at 5-4444," he said. The prosecutor added that he would deal with all letters and phone calls personally.

See editorial, Write or Phone! The Law Needs Help, on page 20.

Law Agencies' Drive United in Bid to See That Gamblers' Number Is Up

As of today, everybody is against the numbers runners. The forces of law and order—on the federal, state and county levels—last yesterday and promised each other cooperation in the fight against gambling.

Juvenile Arrests Mounting

WASHINGTON (UPI) — FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover reported today that major crimes committed in the United States last year rose by 3 per cent to a new all-time peak.

Hoover particularly deplored the increase in arrests of youngsters under 18 in recent years. He called it "one of the major problems plaguing law enforcement." He said that even when the trend is reversed, it will result in "serious consequences for the future of our country."

Law enforcement officials in the nation's capital are currently investigating a number of cases that involve gambling.

Four employees of the club also were arrested in last night's raid. Police said Kominsky peculiarized it after four men in the vice and gambling squad acted on a tip that gambling was taking place at the club.

Law enforcement officers who operated out of 501 Avenue A, Bayonne, claimed the charges were trumped up by the officers and contended he was robbed at police headquarters of more than $2,000.

With hands red around the wrists, where he had been handcuffed, Kominsky counseled $7,337.

SHEDDING A HUSBAND—Actress Janet Leigh was granted a divorce from actor Tony Curtis for mental cruelty in Santa Monica, Calif. As left in her tears, she tore nervously with glasses on right. (UPI Telephoto.)

Promising Hudson Bid for Federal Aid Gets White House Hearing

WASHINGTON—Hudson County's bid for federal redevelopmolt aid will get a hearing in the White House, Congressman Cornelius E. Gallagher of Bayonne said today. The congressman's promise followed word from House Appropriations Committee chairman James Oberstar.

It Happens

Lot of Bull

MAYFIELD, Ky. (UPI) — Police Capt. Floyd Stokes and Officer Rollie Wynn told how they restored the peace yesterday by bringing down a malefactor in a hail of bullets.

"That's a lot of bull," another officer commented to his.
Kayo, Law Fight New Round

Harold (Kayo) Konigsberg is in trouble with the law again.

The 259-pound ex-convict, who has a long police record, is awaiting arraignment in North Bergen Municipal Court in a string of charges stemming from a fracas with police officers at the Cabana Club, 3131 Blvd.

Konigsberg, often linked with underworld activities, was accused of assault and battery, threatening to kill, resisting arrest, using abusive and profane language, and interfering with a police officer.

Four employees of the club also were arrested in last night's melee. Police said Konigsberg precipitated it after four members of the vice and gambling squad arrived on a routine investigation.

Konigsberg, 34-year-old former boxer, who gave his address as 506 Avenue A, Bayonne, claimed the charges were trumped up by the officers and contended he was robbed at police headquarters of more than $2,000.

WITH HANDS red around the wrists where he had been handcuffed, Konigsberg counted $7,397 when he was released on $5,000 bail. He told Raymond A. Brown, his attorney, who also represents Joseph (Newsboy) Moriarty, that he had over $9,000 on him when he was arrested.

Those arrested with Konigsberg and freed on bail on various charges were Ronald J. Sylvestri, 19, of Yonkers, N.Y.; Joseph (Cowboy) Lucignano, 39, of 405 Washington St., Hoboken; Frederick Furino, 32, of 25 Delock Dr., Little Ferry, and Guy Bowen, 44, of 28 Jewett Ave., Jersey City.
Next Project For Telstar: 2-Way Calls

Telstar project scientists, elated over their satellite's relay of French and British television casts into American homes, planned today to take the next giant step in transoceanic communication.

"Very shortly we are going to try point-to-point two-way telephone calls," project director Eugene F. O'Neill said in Andover, Maine.

These will beam from the Andover station to Telstar for relay to the Holmdel, N.J. station and points in Europe.

If the two-way calls enjoy the same success as last night's near perfect French and English television transmissions, the telephone conversations should sound as local calls.

O'Neill conceded the success of last night's tests, by which Americans saw on eight minute show from France during the Telstar's 15th orbit and a British program during the 16th pass over the Atlantic.

Showed Paris Scenes

The French show gave Americans views of Parisian street scenes and a rendition of "La Chansenette" The presentation hit American screens at 7:37 p.m.

The British Broadcasting Corp. (BBC) reacted with an angry charge that the French had violated an agreement for a later broadcast by the 16-nation Euru-french of "Gallic one-upsman-ship." Not to be outdone, the BBC rushed their own program into shape for the next orbit.
See if you can remember who won in 1962....... 

Miss NJ did not make it into the finals.

Winner appears on the last page.
NAACP Talk

Black Muslims Attacked
By Bunche for Bigotry

By JACK V. FOX
United Press International

On Sunday, June 3, a jetliner crashed during a takeoff at Orly Airport in Paris. One hundred and thirty persons aboard were killed—among them 121 of the leading citizens of Atlanta, Ga.

On an auditorium platform in Atlanta last week, Dr. Ralph Bunche, negro under secretary-general of the United Nations, said that every decent American regretted the tragedy.

THEN BUNCHE—addressing the annual convention of the NAACP—lashed out at fanatics and bigots within his own race in language so strong his listeners could scarcely believe they came from the lips of the usually soft-spoken Bunche.

"I both scorn and pity white bigots," Bunche said.

"I despise those who are black."

WHAT PROVOKED Bunche into his "blistering denunciation?"

It was a speech made in Los Angeles on the same night the charter Air France plane carrying the Atlantans crashed. On that occasion, a tall Negro arose to address a group of 1,500 in a church.

This is how he began:

"I would like to announce a very beautiful thing that happened.

..."I got a wire from God today which I—well, somebody came and told me that he had really answered our prayers over in France and dropped an airplane out of the sky with over 120 white people on it ..."

"We call on our God—he gets rid of 120 of them at one whop."

THE SPEAKER was a man known as Malcolm X. He is a sort of second-in-command of a fanatic Negro organization known as the Black Muslims. While the members are not recognized by Moslem groups, they profess to follow the Mohammedan religion, praying to Allah as their God, abhorring tobacco and alcohol.

One goal of the black Muslims is a separate Negro state within the United States. They make up bones of their hatred of the white race. And they leave no doubt how vindictive they would be toward any whites they might remain in an area they dominated.
If any one American Negro were to be singled out as the central figure in the drive for integration, it might well be the Rev. Martin Luther King of Montgomery, Ala.

Here is what he has to say on this subject:

"I do not feel that the hatred expressed toward Whizses by Malcolm X is shared by the vast majority of Negroes in the United States.

"While there is a great deal of legitimate discontent and righteous indignation in the Negro community, it has never developed into a large-scale hatred for Whizses.

Dr. Rufus Clement, president of the Atlanta University Center, terms such an attitude as expressed in the Malcolm X speech as "unchristian and inhuman."

"It represents just an infinitesimal part of the thinking of the Negro community," Clement says.
Write or Phone! The Law Needs Help

Prosecutor Lawrence Whipple has decided to let the public help him track down gamblers. He has selected a post box and a special telephone number to receive information with no questions asked.

This fits right in with our suggestion (in this space the other day) that he attempt to put the public on his side in the war against numbers runners and horse bookies.

He cannot expect to stamp out gambling but he can expect to make illegal gambling less profitable and, hence, less attractive to the racketeer.

The telephone number to call is SWarthon 5-4444.

The mailing address is Box 6694, Journal Square Station, Jersey City 6, N. J.

UNDoubtedly a first effect will be a heavy play on these numbers. But with a bit of reflection, numbers players will understand that they have been clipped terribly all these years by low payoffs.

Picking a winning number is a 999 to 1 chance and a player should reasonably get 750 to 1 or better on his money. But no one has paid off like that since the depression.

Instead, the numbers books continually whittle the payoffs and the runner expects something from the prize, too.

These are the kind to call or write Prosecutor Whipple about.

THE HORSE books are no better. Suppose you picked that double at Chicago the other day, would the bookies give you $6,100 as the track paid? Far from it. The bettor would have to settle for a few hundred dollars at most.

"Limits" set by the bookie cheat the player who ought to be getting track odds no matter how large. The bookies work with a 16 or 18 per cent edge to start with and can well afford to pay. If they do not, lose no time in calling Whipple's special number.
NIKITA'S OLD FASHIONED SAUNA

Miss USA 1962
Macel Wilson--Hawaii